Application of autonomous neural network systems to medical pattern classification tasks.
This paper presents a study of the application of autonomously learning multiple neural network systems to medical pattern classification tasks. In our earlier work, a hybrid neural network architecture has been developed for on-line learning and probability estimation tasks. The network has been shown to be capable of asymptotically achieving the Bayes optimal classification rates, on-line, in a number of benchmark classification experiments. In the context of pattern classification, however, the concept of multiple classifier systems has been proposed to improve the performance of a single classifier. Thus, three decision combination algorithms have been implemented to produce a multiple neural network classifier system. Here the applicability of the system is assessed using patient records in two medical domains. The first task is the prognosis of patients admitted to coronary care units; whereas the second is the prediction of survival in trauma patients. The results are compared with those from logistic regression models, and implications of the system as a useful clinical diagnostic tool are discussed.